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ABSTRACT
Since the launch of the Optical Communication and Sensor Demonstration (OCSD) Mission in November 2017, The
Aerospace Corporation has relied upon a manually operated optical terminal in El Segundo, CA to support optical
communications downlinks. Scaling our constellation of laser communication capable small satellites and resulting
increase in data volume has necessitated multiple geographically dispersed optical ground stations. In 2021, The
Aerospace Corporation developed and deployed two remotely operable optical terminals in Maui, Hawaii and
Albuquerque, New Mexico, demonstrating up to 200 Mbps downlink communication rates with Forward Error
Correction. The station is comprised primarily of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components to reduce cost and
enable short assembly time. Upgrades to support greater than 200 Mbps downlink rates are in-work. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, this newly deployed optical communication terminal network is the lowest cost operational
system of its type worldwide. Each ground station is comprised of a 7ft clamshell dome housing a 17-inch telescope
equipped with two short wave infrared (SWIR) imagers - the narrow field of view (NFOV) and the wide field of
view (WFOV). The telescope is mounted on a gimbal articulated by two rotary stages (azimuth and elevation) and
their associated drive electronics. Hardware is commanded with servers housed in a separate temperature-controlled
cabinet, connected to the dome via conduit. The Optical Communication Terminals are passive receive only.
Satellite tracking is achieved by ingestion of high precision GPS based ephemeris downloaded in advance of the
laser communication pass via radio from the spacecraft. Tracking software translates spacecraft ephemeris to
telescope azimuth and elevation until acquisition of laser signal, typically at twenty degrees elevation. At this point,
incoming NFOV frames are run through custom image processing algorithm to determine the region of interest
(ROI) and pixel coordinates of the satellite. The algorithm is optimized to limit false positives on noise and
atmospheric phenomena while maintaining the ability to locate dim targets. Target coordinate information and
associated frame timestamp are then forwarded to centroid processing software which commands the gimbal with
azimuth and elevation offsets to center the target on the avalanche photodiode’s (APD) field of view. In the absence
of centroids due to clouds, Laser Clearing House closures, or space segment related pointing errors, the tracking
system defaults to pre-loaded ephemeris-based tracking. The Aerospace Corporation has integrated lasercomm
modems targeted for data rates greater than or equal to 622 Mbps. The system is designed to be expandable for
higher data rates and additional capability by incorporating an FPGA frontend with real-time software processing
using CPU servers. Docker has been used to containerize and orchestrate the various software modules, including
the FPGA controller, real-time CPU apps, and post-processing software. Remote commanding of all components is
orchestrated by high level Python application programming interface (API) accessible via representational state
transfer (REST) interface. The software and hardware architecture supports fully automated capability which is
being actively developed for the terminals. Results are presented showing acquisition and tracking performance, as
well as bit error rate characterization and metric tracking for the receive modem.
INTRODUCTION

solution due to limited pass opportunities over one
ground station, weather events preventing successful
downlink, and significant time investment per pass on a
manual system being prohibitive for running mission
operations on a regular basis. To address this, between
spring and fall of 2021, The Aerospace Corporation
installed two remote optical ground terminals in Maui,

The Aerospace Corporation’s lasercomm capable
AeroCube fleet has grown more than threefold since the
OCSD mission in 20172,3 with numerous additional
vehicles currently in development. Servicing a scaling
constellation with a single manually operated terminal
located in El Segundo is an unfeasible long-term
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HI and Albuquerque, NM with current capacity for
downlinking at 100 and 200 Mbps respectively with
Forward Error Correction (FEC). These sites are
independent from one another’s weather systems,
which maximizes pass opportunities. They also
leverage a high level of automation, such that they can
be operated by a single user. This substantially reduces
the burden of labor associated with manual, on site
operations. Furthermore, these ground stations were
built using COTS components to the greatest extent
possible, yielding a total cost of less than one million
dollars for the two installed terminals and a third
proposed terminal (location to be determined). Finally,
the design supports receive only so Laser
Clearinghouse
(LCH)
and
Federal
Aviation
Administration (FAA) coordination aren’t necessary for
the ground segment, greatly reducing regulatory
requirements.

equipped with two (azimuth and elevation) Aerotech
“ALAR” rotary stages, each with 100mm clear
aperture. The gimbal, telescope, and rotary stages are
mounted on top of a hollow pedestal mounted at the
center of the dome. The azimuth and elevation drive
amplifiers are mounted to the pedestal, near its base.
The on-gimbal equipment is mounted to the telescope
using hardware designed and manufactured by
Aerospace out of anodized aluminum. The backend
optics structure (described in detail below) provides
mounting locations for the fold mirror, beam splitter,
bandpass filter, NFOV camera and APD. The output
signal of the APD is routed to the input of the modem,
which is attached to mounting brackets at the bottom of
the telescope. The WFOV camera is mounted on the
left side of the telescope, opposite the elevation rotary
stage. It can be used as a wide field acquisition sensor,
a diagnostic tool in the event a tracked object falls off
the NFOV, and as an aid for stellar calibration.

SYSTEM HARDWARE OVERVIEW
Both the NFOV and WFOV cameras are routed to a
CameraLink fiber extender mounted on top on the
telescope. This overcomes CameraLink cable length
limits in sending camera output to the electronics
enclosure outside the dome. The fiber is routed with a
bundle of other cables through a cable management
system conduit which routes the bundle along the
gimbal’s elevation (EL) axis to the yoke. This cable
management system prevents cable snags and mitigates
cable disturbance torques between the yoke and the
gimbal across a wide range of elevation angles. The
cable bundle is then routed through a hole in the yoke
along the gimbal’s azimuth (AZ) axis and down
through the center of the pedestal. Some of the cables
in the bundle are connected to equipment mounted near
the base of the pedestal, while others exit the base of
the pedestal and enter conduits on the floor of the dome
which run to the electronics enclosure outside. All
components are powered by two network accessible
power distribution units, one mounted near the pedestal
base and the other on the top deck of the telescope.

The terminal is comprised of two primary exterior
components, a 7ft diameter Astro Haven clamshell
dome and a 60”x24”x34” electronics housing enclosure.
Both units fit on a 10’x10’ concrete pad and are
connected by weatherproof conduit. The electronics
enclosure and dome are both equipped with air
conditioning and the dome has a dehumidifier to protect
optics from condensation. Network accessible
thermostat, temperature, and humidity monitors in the
dome and electronics enclosure allow for remote
configuration and monitoring. Dome open/close
commands can be issued either manually via a control
panel inside the dome, or remotely via RS-232 serial
connection to the dome.

The telescope normally operates over a field of regard
of AZ=[-270,+270], EL=[0,70]deg. The AZ range is
mechanically limited by specially designed rocker
stops. This prevents the gimbal from “winding” up the
cable bundle hanging down through the pedestal by
more than 270deg in either direction. If the cable
bundle is carefully positioned the torsional stiffness that
it applies to the AZ axis can be made quite small;
however, a 270deg rotation can still be enough to
produce appreciable torque which the AZ stage must
overcome. The rocker stops are also equipped with
proximity sensors, whose signals provide coarse
position information to the control software during

Figure 1: Complete Terminal Design
Telescope-Tracker Assembly
In the dome, a 17-inch Planewave telescope is mounted
on an in-house fabricated, welded aluminum gimbal
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start-up. Because the gimbal stages use incremental
encoders, their absolute position is unknown at startup.
The gimbal initialization sequence therefore includes a
home command, during which each stage starts moving
in a specified direction in search of its internal home
marker; once the home marker is found, it is used as an
absolute position reference for all future motion (until
the system is shut down). The two proximity sensors
on the AZ rocker stops provide very coarse position

information, indicating whether AZ

+90deg, AZ -

90deg, or -90deg AZ +90deg. This is used to
specify a search direction for the home command which
will prevent the AZ axis from hitting a mechanical stop
at 270deg as it searches for its home marker. The EL
axis also has two proximity sensors, one just above the
lower mechanical stop at approximately -5deg., and the
other just below the upper stop at approximately 90deg.

Opto-mechanical Design

Figure 2: Mirror and Optics Housing Assembly

Figure 3:Optical path through telescope, fold mirror, beam splitter, APD, and NFOV
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The backend optics structure, shown in figure 2, is
comprised of the mirror housing, optics housing, and
camera subassemblies. The mirror housing is fixed to
the back of the telescope and provides mounting
locations for the other two subassemblies. It contains a
fold mirror which directs the optical path to a 1″
Thorlabs BS030 non-polarizing beam splitter inside the
optics housing subassembly. The splitter directs 90% of
the incident light to the APD and 10% to the NFOV
camera. On the optical path to the APD, the incident
light passes through both a LL01-1064-25 1064
MaxLine bandpass filter and a lens with v-coating
optimized for 1064nm. This lens focuses the signal
onto the APD enclosed in the detector housing. The
detector housing is mounted on a z-translation stage,
which provides APD focus adjustment as discussed in
the Optical Alignment and Focus section. Finally, the
NFOV camera, a Cheetah 640 TE1 400, is mounted to
the mirror housing assembly with its line of sight
perpendicular to that of the APD. The 10% branch of
light from the beam splitter comes to a focus on the
camera without an additional lens, and camera focus is
adjusted by shimming the camera mounting bracket.

Table 2: Electronics enclosure components

After accounting for transmission loss, the APD and
NFOV receive approximately 60.3% and 7.1%
respectively, of the light entering the telescope
aperture. The breakdown of transmission loss is
described in table 1.

The Timing Box is an Aerospace Corporation
developed component that appends GPS time stamps to
incoming frames from the NFOV and WFOV cameras
and then forwards them to their respective frame
grabbers. This allows the Camera Software to correlate
the time of each frame with the extracted centroids,
which are subsequently sent via TCP/IP to the
Operational Software (OPSW) for processing. NFOV
and WFOV frame inputs to the timing box are
transferred over fiber from the CameraLink Fiber Optic
Extender mounted on the telescope. Three GPS time
inputs from a Brandywine NFS-220 are provided to the
Timing Box: a) 1 Pulse Per Second (PPS), b) 10 MHz,
and c) Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) Time over
Universal
Asynchronous
Receiver
Transmitter
(UART).

Timing Box

Table 1: Transmission loss along optical path

The Timing Box has two primary components, a GPS
Time Board (GTB) and CameraLink Time Board
(CTB). The GTB takes the three input signals from the
NFS-220. The 1 PPS signal serves as time reference
point for incoming camera frames while the 10 MHz
free running clock and serial UTC time are parsed by
the CTB into an 8-byte timetag shown in figure 4. Once
parsed. The FPGA adds the timestamp row to the
incoming frame and forwards the frame to the Camera
PC over CameraLink.

Electronics Enclosure
All computer infrastructure for the telescope command
and control, NFOV/WFOV image processing, and
modem operation are housed in the electronics
enclosure. The enclosure is a stainless steel, air
conditioned cabinet mounted to the pad and connected
to the dome and 225 Amp electrical panel with above
ground flex conduit. The breakdown of equipment
inside the enclosure is captured in the table 2.
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However, the employed ADC has a 10MHz high-pass
balun at its input. Thus, an analog mixing frontend was
employed to get around this cutoff. Figure 6 shows the
analog frontend, which employs a technique known as
Matched ADC/DAC Sampling (MADS).

Figure 4: Timing Box architecture
Modem
The modem receives On-Off-Keyed (OOK) signals
from the optical detector (APD). The receiver handles
clock recovery, low-density parity-check (LDPC) error
correction decoding, High-level Data Link Control
(HDLC) packet extraction, and file handling, with the
result being files which hold mission data from the
satellite. The receiver consists wholly of commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) components, comprising the
notional blocks shown in the figure 5.

First, the electrical signal from the laser detector is put
through a DC block with a 100kHz cutoff to remove
any DC component. This prevents saturation of the
mixer, which would yield a reduction in signal
amplitude. Note that the cutoff frequency of this DC
block puts a lower limit on the baud rates the modem
can support.

The system makes use of both an FPGA and CPUs for
real-time signal processing.
The FPGA handles
sample-rate signal processing of the raw data, while the
CPUs handle symbol-rate and bit-rate processing and
file handling.
An analog frontend converts the
baseband electrical signal from the laser detector into
an intermediate frequency (IF) for digitization by the
analog to digital converter (ADC).

The signal is then mixed up to be centered at half of the
sampling frequency (Fs/2) before feeding it into the
ADC. This avoids the 10MHz high-pass balun situated
at the ADC input; not doing so would significantly
limit the lowest supported baud rate. Note that a DAC
on the same board as the ADC generates the Fs/2 LO
(local oscillator). The signal is finally down converted
back to baseband digitally inside the FPGA via
multiplication with a Fs/2 sinusoid, which is an
alternating +1,-1 sequence.

The modem employs a 5 giga-samples per second
(Gsps) ADC to produce digitized samples of the analog
input. With the input being baseband OOK, one ideally
wants frequency response down to direct current (DC).
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This scheme requires:
1.

2.

DAC is also included on the ADC card. As mentioned,
this DAC is used as the LO generator for the MADS
frontend.

The DAC and ADC clocks must be synced.
Otherwise, beating of the data signal would
result from the clock frequency mismatch.

The ADC/DAC card attaches to the FPGA through an
FMC connector. Due to the high sampling rate and the
fact that the ADC is on a separate board from the
FPGA, a deskewing routine is necessary to align the
ADC and DAC digital interfaces. The deskewing
routine is done after unit assembly for initial checkouts.
It is also done after deployment to account for any
temperature effects. In theory, the routine is only
required once per unit and environmental condition, and
the results can be saved.

The delay from the DAC to ADC should be
such that the ADC samples the input during
the flat spot of the "chopped" waveform.

The first requirement above is reflected in the name of
the MADS topology itself. The MADS name may also
refer to the seemingly Nyquist-violating act of having a
signal straddle Fs/2. However, some extra observation
reveals that no physical law has been broken as the
upconverted spectrum is still a mirror image across both
DC and Fs/2.
ADC
As mentioned, the system employs a 5 Gsps 10-bit
ADC to digitize the input. Although the source data is
binary, having a multi-bit digitizer gives improved
error-rate performance after additional processing. A

Figure 5: Laser modem top level diagram

Figure 6: Analog frontend architecture
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rough global background threshold is calculated by
finding the mean pixel value and standard deviation of
the top five rows of the filtered image. The threshold is
set to 15 standard deviations above the mean and all
pixels below this threshold are set to zero. A local
threshold is then applied using a 32x32 Niblack filter.
After applying these thresholds, the pixels around
bright/dim objects are generally one while every other
pixel is zero. Finally, we aim to fill out some of the
surrounding regions of the targets in case the previous
filtering and thresholding steps were too harsh. The
nonzero pixels go through a dilation followed by a
convex hull filter. The result is an image mask with
nonzero pixels grouped tightly on target objects, and
zero everywhere else. This image mask is applied to the
original background-subtracted frame. This lets us
recover the original pixel intensity values of the targets
while keeping everything else at zero.

FPGA
The FPGA is a Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale unit. The main
purpose of the FPGA is to handle the high rate
operations typical of the frontend of a digital
communications receiver. This includes digital IF
demodulation, timing and tracking, line-decoding,
error-correction block synchronization, and data
packetizing.
As mentioned, the ADC/DAC is hooked to the FPGA
through an FMC connector. A QSFP28 adapter is also
attached via FMC. This provides the 100 GbE
connection used to transmit data to the downstream
CPU for further processing.
CPUs

With the targets cleanly separated from the background,
we box each particle by finding the x-y coordinates of
the topmost, bottommost, leftmost and rightmost pixels
of each continuous non-zero region. These are our
regions of interest (ROIs). We do further checks to see
if any of our ROIs fall within another bigger ROI, and
combine them if they do. The ROIs are prioritized from
largest area to smallest, and a user-defined number of
ROIs are selected for further processing. The centroid
x-y coordinates, intensity and covariance are calculated
from the selected ROIs. This entire process is repeated
for each incoming frame.

The system is designed to allow flexibility in both
hardware and software post-symbol recovery. As such,
one or more CPU servers are employed to handle
additional processing after the FPGA. The additional
processing currently includes forward error correction
(FEC) decoding, linear feedback shift register (LFSR)
synchronization for bit error rate (BER) measurements,
HDLC packet deframing, and file handling.
Additionally, the CPU runs the user interface (UI) and
allows remote network access operation of the modem.
TRACKING SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

In addition to finding the target data, the camera
software parses the extra timestamp row that is affixed
to the bottom of each incoming frame by the timing box
(this extra row of pixels is excluded from the image
processing algorithm discussed above). The timestamp
marks the capture time of each frame by tagging the
image
with
the
current
year,
and
the
seconds/microseconds since January 1st 00:00 of the
current year. However, due to the different pixel bit
depth of the WFOV and the NFOV cameras, the
timestamp implementation is slightly different. The
WFOV has a pixel depth of 16 bits so the timestamp is
packed into the first 4 pixels. The first pixel and the
least significant byte (LSB) of the second pixel make
up the microsecond component of the timestamp. The
most significant byte (MSB) of the second pixel lists
the year. The 4 bytes corresponding to the third and
fourth pixel signify the seconds component of the
timestamp. Conversely, the NFOV camera has a bit
depth of 12, so a different approach is used. The LSB of
pixels one, two, and three make up the microsecond
counter, pixel four’s LSB signifies the year, and the

Camera Software
The ground station camera software uses a custom
image processing algorithm to determine the region of
interest (ROI) and pixel coordinates of the target in
each incoming frame. This algorithm was optimized to
limit false positives on noise and atmospheric
phenomena while still maintaining the ability to locate
dim targets.
Before targeting begins, three background images are
taken and averaged together. This creates a reference
background image that is subsequently subtracted from
all incoming frames. This helps to minimize difference
in light levels and gain settings between different
collection periods. Next, each incoming frame is
processed with a sobel filter to extract the bright edges
in the image. There is a sharp gradient between target
objects and empty sky, and this step helps differentiate
between the two. A 5x5 gaussian filter is then applied
to remove the small false-positive edges produced by
hot pixels in the camera’s focal plane array. Next, a
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LSB of pixels five through eight correspond to the
seconds component. In both the NFOV and WFOV
case, all other pixels in the timestamp row are set to
zero.

LOS rate commands and their interpolated timetags are
received over TCP/IP by the CSW are translated into
azimuth and elevation commands for the gimbal rotary
stages.

After fully processing a frame, the centroid and timing
data are sent to the OPSW for tracking purposes. This is
done through an ethernet connection between the
camera PCs and the OPSW using TCP/IP. A single
frame’s centroid data is collated into a TCP/IP packet
whose header contains a static four-byte identifier, the
timing data of when the camera captured the frame, a
camera ID number and a centroid count for the current
packet. This is followed by the centroid data from each
ROI – the centroid covariance, the x-y coordinates, and
the signal intensity. The header and data are packed in
little-endian format before being sent to the OPSW.

If the ephemeris in the trajectory file is accurate
enough, passive tracking would be sufficient for the
duration of the pass. APD bandwidth is inversely
proportional to its size and consequently as we iterate
toward APD’s with greater throughput, the FOV of the
APD decreases to the extent that the open loop pointing
errors prevent proper illumination of the APD. To
correct for pointing errors introduced by imperfect
ephemeris, calibration, and alignment, the OPSW has
closed loop tracking mode. To initiate a closed loop
track, the centroids of five frames must be received and
all centroid combinations computed. Centroids then
must pass constraints on velocity and acceleration
across the NFOV camera between sequential frames
and are checked to verify that their trajectories
minimally deviate from linear using a Hough transform.
Once these criteria are met, a new track is initialized
with the combinations of centroids. Incoming centroids
are added to the track if they pass a probability
threshold of 99% for track membership computed by a
Kalman filter. The Kalman filter takes into account
misalignment of the telescope with its target direction,
sensor noise, and the prediction of a centroid’s next
location given the centroid’s current position, velocity,
and acceleration.

Operational Software
Centroid packets containing x,y coordinates, intensity,
and covariance, are received by the OPSW from the
NFOV Camera Software over TCP/IP. The Camera
Software processes images at a default rate of five
frames per second (FPS), sending centroids from each
frame to the OPSW. The OPSW first sorts centroids by
intensity in descending order, using only the 10 highest
intensity centroids; the sorted centroids subsequently go
through bounds checking wherein those with similar
intensities within a short distance from each other are
removed as artifacts of the Camera Software image
processing.

Operationally, our lasercomm capable vehicles are not
commanded to transmit below 20 degrees elevation, as
observed from the ground, due to extended range and
atmospheric effects degrading SNR. As a result, we rely
on passive tracking until the laser is visible on the
NFOV for at least one second, when defaulting to 5
FPS, before acquiring a track and switching to closed
loop mode. Closed loop tracking is maintained as long
as centroids are received by the OPSW. Interruptions
frequently occur due to planned LCH outages or
keyhole lockout in passes with elevations over 70
degrees, in which case the OPSW reverts to passive
tracking until centroids are received once more.

The OPSW runs a 20Hz execution loop wherein
measurement packets containing the reference
coordinates for the location of the telescope in azimuth
and elevation are received from the CSW and pointing
commands packets are sent. The OPSW operates in
both passive and closed loop tracking modes, each pass
beginning with the ingestion of a trajectory file
containing the line-of-site (LOS) and LOS rate
waypoints at 10 Hz propagation increment. This file is
generated offline by mission planning software and is
calculated using knowledge of target ephemeris and
ground station location data. Time is referenced to UTC
and the LOS and LOS rate are given in ECI. In passive
track mode, the measurement packets from the CSW
are ignored and the OPSW generates pointing
commands directly from the trajectory file by
interpolating the LOS and LOS rate waypoints.
Interpolation (command) times are sampled from a
Brandywine PCI-SyncClock32 card installed in the
same PC. In closed loop tracking, LOS and LOS rate
commands are adjusted based on centroids received
from the Camera Software. In either case, the LOS and
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Controls Software
The Controls Software (CSW) provides an interface
between the OPSW and the gimbal hardware. It
consists of two software components, one written in
C++ and the other written in Aerobasic, a high-level
programming environment provided by Aerotech, the
manufacturer of the gimbal motor hardware.
The primary function of the C++ component of CSW is
to continuously poll a TCP/IP message buffer for
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messages from the OPSW. It runs as a Windows
application and polls at a nominal 40Hz loop rate. The
main type of message contains a 0.2-second segment of
time-tagged inertial line of sight (LOS) and LOS rate
pointing commands. CSW transforms these commands
to gimbal motor commands using a gimbal pointing
model containing misalignment terms calibrated against
off-line stellar observations. The AZ-EL commands are
then communicated to the Aerobasic component via a
shared memory interface accessed via a C library
provided as part of Aerotech’s API for their A3200
motion control software product.

200Hz, with further (PVT) interpolation to the 8kHz
servo loop rate by the A3200 control software.
Although both OPSW and the CSW C++ component
share timing information from a GPS timing card, they
are both subject to timing jitter from the [non-real time]
Windows OS. The 0.19-sec buffer nominally provides
sufficient margin against such timing jitter, but
extrapolation beyond the buffer was added to handle
occasions where this margin was exceeded. As a result,
the gimbal is accurately and smoothly commanded in
real time to point along the trajectory specified by
OSPW.

The Aerobasic component of CSW runs under a
realtime kernel (“InTime”, from TenAsys, Inc.) hosted
on one physical core of same PC which runs Windows
and the C++ portion of CSW on its remaining cores.
This kernel also runs the servo-controller for the gimbal
motors and closes an 8kHz encoder feedback loop via a
Firewire interface with the motor drives. The drives
provide external I/O, and a one-pulse-per-second GPS
signal is sampled from within a 1kHz time loop inside
the CSW Aerobasic application. This signal is used to
condition an estimate of UTC time, which is then used
to interpolate motor commands from the 0.2-sec buffer
of waypoint commands shared by the CSW C++
component (due to the details of command processing,
the waypoint buffer contains 7 waypoints spanning only
0.19sec). These interpolated commands are provided at

In addition to feeding LOS pointing commands to the
Aerobasic component, the CSW also handles remote
interface commands, such as startup, shutdown,
homing, etc. These commands are received from
OPSW in the same TCP/IP buffer which receives
pointing commands from OPSW. The remote interface
commands are also sent to the Aerobasic component
using the same shared memory used to communicate
pointing commands. A hand-shaking scheme was also
implemented using the shared memory to ensure proper
execution of the remote interface commands and
provide coordination between the CSW C++ and
Aerobasic components. As a result, gimbal operation
can be smoothly interrupted or resumed regardless of
when the remote operation commands are received.

Figure 7: Telescope command and control hardware architecture
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AeroGS

part needed to command a system, in a hierarchical
manner. AeroGS has generic interfaces supporting
numerous software and hardware communication
protocols including TCP/IP, synchronous/asynchronous
serial, and SNMP. User defined YAML configuration
files are utilized to contain software or device-specific
interface parameters, called Link files, in addition to
asset specification files that map each part’s commands
to the appropriate link. This mapping is resolved by
AeroGS when an incoming HTTP request is received,
and the command is called.

AeroCube Ground Software (AeroGS) is a modular and
extensible platform, developed in python, that
facilitates ground segment services such as hardware
command and control and mission planning. Instances
of AeroGS are run as aiohttp servers, exposing services
via REST API. AeroGS acts as the C&C interface
between the user and the telescope operational software
and all ground station peripheral devices. Hardware
commands are defined within asset libraries, which are
packages containing all commands associated with each

Figure 8: Telescope command and control software architecture
processing on each sample. Hardware description
language (HDL) consisting of predominantly VHDL
was used to write the logic which runs in the FPGA.
Figure 9 shows the block diagram of the HDL project.

MODEM SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
HDL
As mentioned previously, the FPGA handles the highrate frontend demodulation functions which involve
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The input of the FPGA is digitized data from the ADC.
The DDC (digital downconverter) down converts the
Fs/2 IF (Intermediate Frequency) signal down to
baseband. A DC blocking filter with a very long time
constant removes any residual DC from the frontend
analog components. This is followed by optional
blocks for LF (low frequency) emphasis and channel
modeling.
A programmable matched filter then
follows. This is then followed by the interpolator and
timing tracking unit which handles clock recovery and
provides on-time samples of the data at optimum spots
in the data-eye. A 64b/66b line decoder follows which
locks onto the 64b/66b frames and descrambles the DC-

balanced encoding. If FEC (forward error correction) is
used, a frame sync block is switched in to lock onto the
FEC block boundaries. There are also LFSR detectors
in the signal path to allow hardware synchronization to
a transmitted LFSR sequence for BER measurements.
Finally, the data is packetized and sent out on the 100
GbE interface for further downstream processing. To
achieve the target data rate of 622 Mbaud, extensive
parallelism was employed in nearly all processing
blocks. Other than the 100 GbE interface which used a
Xilinx intellectual property (IP) core, nearly all other
HDL code was developed in-house.

Figure 9: Laser modem FPGA signal processing chain

Figure 10: CPU processing chain

Currently, the real-time processing is separated onto
two CPU servers, termed "frontend" (FE) and
"backend" (BE).
The FE server handles error
correction decoding when FEC is used. This is a highly
CPU intensive and massively parallel operation. Thus,
the FE server uses a "manycore" type of CPU which
has 60 or more cores of medium performance. The BE
server handles bit-level processing which includes
HDLC deframing, LFSR detection (for BER
measurements), and file engine. It also has a simple bit
slicer for situations where error correction is not used.
The type of processing in the backend demands fewer

CPU Realtime Processing Software
The system makes use of CPUs for further real-time
signal processing after the FPGA. The data coming out
of the FPGA consists of on time (meaning, 1 sample
per symbol) samples of the data. The CPU operates on
these samples to regenerate the final user data bits as
sent by the transmitter. Figure 10 shows the CPU
processing chain.
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cores (around 12 minimum) but requires the cores to be
fast individually. Thus, a high-end gaming type of
CPU is used for the BE.

while HTTP is used for telemetry output. Full
incorporation of modem control into the HTTP
interface is currently planned. Additionally, since
HTTPs (secure HTTP) has not been implemented, the
modem is currently operated using SSH remotely and
HTTP commands are sent via localhost on the System
Controller.

The FEC decoder uses an open-source implementation
that makes extensive use of Single Instruction Multiple
Output (SIMD) operations. Integrating the decoder into
the system requires some additional data-movement
code to package the data into properly organized
blocks. The code that was developed also uses SIMD
extensively to achieve high throughput rates.

FPGA Controller
This component provides an interface to hardware
registers in the FPGA as well as the ADC/DAC and
QSFP28 modules. On the user facing side, it provides
commands to operate the hardware through a custom
protocol over ZMQ. Additional functionality includes
raw data capture capability at various points in the
FPGA signal chain as well as running the deskewing
algorithm on the ADC and DAC.

Other than the FEC decoder which used an existing
open-source implementation, the rest of the processing
code was developed in-house. The backend processing
blocks required some consideration to achieve the
target throughput. Pipelining was used throughout to
distribute the computations to multiple CPU cores. For
the software LFSR detector, a method using extensive
look-up-tables was developed to achieve the utmost
speed.

CPU Frontend
As mentioned previously, this component does realtime error correction decoding when FEC is used. Data
from the FPGA comes through a 100 GbE interface,
and this data is either passed through when no FEC is
used, or it is decoded, and the results sent to the
backend CPU through a 10 GbE interface. Note that
for our target data rates, only a 10 GbE interface is
required as our maximum throughput is about 5 Gbps
(622 Megabaud * 8 bits per symbol). The 100 GbE
interface was chosen for the FPGA-to-CPU interface
since an FPGA IP core was readily available, and it also
provides room for future improvements in speed.

Operations
The modem is operated using a combination of
RESTful API and SSH (Secure Shell). The software
components are containerized using Docker. The
containerization allows for ease of deployment as well
as precise version control. The deployment is generally
flexible as far as which machine should run each
component.
However, due to specific CPU
performance requirements of the CPU Frontend
application, this application is currently tuned for a
particular machine. The architecture is shown in figure
11 and the description of each component is outlined
below.

CPU Backend
After all the data processing is complete, the user
mission data resides on storage media accessible by
CPU Backend. This data gets transferred to the user
across the Internet through SSH.

System Controller
This component provides the HTTP RESTful interface
on its Internet facing side. It allows the user to operate
the modem using only HTTP commands*. Internally,
the System Controller converts the HTTP commands
into custom component-specific commands which are
sent using ZMQ (ZeroMQ). ZMQ is an open-source
network socket implementation which offers high
performance as well as some higher-level functionality
such as publisher-subscriber and other types of delivery
modes.

Both the CPU Frontend and CPU Backend are
controlled using a custom protocol through ZMQ via
the System Controller. It should also be noted that
currently the CPU Frontend and Backend applications
also incorporate Linux systemd services and the GNU
screen app. The systemd service is used to start and
stop the containers with particular arguments depending
on modem operating mode. The screen app provides an
easy way to view real-time debugging output. In the
future, all these operations may be fully integrated into
the containers themselves.

* Note that while ideally, all modem operation should
be through HTTP commands, currently the modem is
started and stopped using shell scripts ran through SSH
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Container Orchestration

Frontend and Backend containers as needed. The SSH
allows flexibility in running the CPU processing
containers on separate machines from the System
Controller. Since the number of containers is small and
fixed, more sophisticated orchestration such as
Kubernetes is not needed.

The containers are orchestrated using a combination of
Docker Compose and SSH. The Docker Compose
controls the FPGA and System Controllers, since those
are typically run on the same machine. SSH is used by
the System Controller to start and stop the CPU

Figure 11: Modem data and control flow

3.
Install the clamshell dome on top of the riser
ring in open configuration, ensuring that the dome is
concentric with the riser ring internally to minimize the
risk of telescope collision with the dome.

INSTALLATION
Installation required a team of five people occurring in
two phases over approximately two weeks. The first
phase involved physical installation of ground station
components. which heavily utilizes a forklift, while the
second is stellar calibration and optical focus and
alignment. Both phases are outlined below.

4.
Lower the pre-assembled tracker-telescope
structure, which is comprised of the gimbal, telescope,
rotary stages, NFOV and WFOV cameras, and backend
optics onto the pedestal. Once the tracker-telescope
structure is secured on the pedestal, install the modem
mounting brackets and modem on the bottom of the
tracker telescope assembly.

1.
Place the riser ring on the 10 ft x10 ft concrete
pad. This step is vital because it determines the fitment
for numerous subsequent assemblies associated with the
terminal. An estimated dimension for how far to offset
the riser ring is approximately 2 inches from the
concrete edge to the outer riser ring edge to provide the
most reasonable accommodation to fit subsequent
components.

5.
Install off-gimbal components in the dome.
Specifically, azimuth amplifier, elevation amplifiers,
and power distribution units at the base of the pedestal.
6.
Mount components external to the dome,
specifically the electronics enclosure, GPS antenna and
weather station tripod. Populate electronics enclosure
with servers, thermostat, environmental monitors,
power distribution units, uninterrupted power supply,
high voltage power supply, and KVM.

2.
Determine geometric center of riser ring to
ensure the telescope, when mounted, does not impede
the dome clamshell. Lower pedestal into the riser ring
center and mount such that the pedestal position is
within a 1" tolerance of riser ring’s geometric center.
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power lines connecting the 225 Amp electrical panel to
the dome and cabinet. The conduits also provide
communication lines from the electronics enclosure to
the dome. After routing the conduits, the contractor
electrician can route conductors through these conduits
and terminate them at the electrical panel. At this point,
the system can provide power service to the pad, and
the contractor HVAC technician can install the HVAC
system on the dome.

, is generated by transforming the star catalog
LOS in ECI to a local geodetic North-East-Down frame
at the gimbal’s earth location. This transformation
accounts for proper stellar motion, stellar aberration,
and earth orientation as per FK5 reduction, employing
the 1976 IAU model of earth precession and the 1980
IAU theory of nutation7. Empirical corrections to the
FK5 transformations are periodically updated from the
International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service. The effect of atmospheric refraction on
observations can also be included, based on the
refraction model of Auer and Standish8. Although

Stellar Calibration
The OPSW issues commands as Line-of-sight (LOS)
vectors and their rates in an Earth-centered inertial
(ECI) frame (J2000). These commands are transformed
to gimbal (AZ, EL) angle and rate commands using a
gimbal pointing model containing misalignment
parameters. The goal of stellar calibration is to use star
sightings to calibrate these parameters so that the
inertial LOS commands can be accurately executed.

is not an explicit function of time, its first three
inputs generally vary from observation to observation.
The constant parameter vector, , contains the 11
misalignment parameters to be estimated: platform
mounting misalignments (3), gimbal non-orthogonality
(1), elevation sag (2), telescope-yoke mounting
misalignments (3) and focal plane IFOV in the (h,v)
directions (2).
The least-squares optimization
algorithm basically adjusts these parameters to
minimize a cost function equal to the norm of the batch

Stellar calibration is performed offline and can be
commanded remotely. The procedure has three main
steps: a) calculate stars to be sighted, b) collect
calibration data, and c) estimate misalignment
parameters. The star catalog was generated with an
internally developed tool which uses the SkyMap
catalog for stellar LOS data4. The generated catalog
was corroborated by direct comparison with the Tycho2
catalog and supplemented with additional information
from Tycho-2 and Hipparcos catalogs5,6. Given the
telescope’s geodetic latitude/longitude and observation
epoch, a set of visible stars (usually > 50 stars) is
selected which nearly span the range of [180,180] deg
in AZ and [0,70] deg in EL. Each star is sighted in turn
and the collected star centroid from the IR camera and
gimbal angle data are recorded with UTC-aligned
timestamps.
Batch estimation of misalignment
parameters is performed using a nonlinear least squares
optimization routine from the GNU Scientific Library 7.
For the ith star observation, the following mount model
is used to predict centroid (h,v) locations:

error vector. A valid solution for therefore minimizes
the difference between the measured centroids and
those predicted by the mount model. Once calibrated,
the mount model is inverted for operations to compute
(AZ, EL) angle and rate commands as a function of
commanded inertial LOS/LOS rate and aimpoint on the
focal plane.
An example of post-calibration open loop pointing
errors is shown in figure 12, using New Mexico station
data. About three hours after performing stellar
calibration, the telescope was pointed at stars again all
over the range of AZ=[-180,180]deg, EL=[6,70]deg,,
and the pointing error was recorded. The data indicate
open-loop pointing errors with a mean of 70urad.
Figure 13 shows the (AZ,EL) locations at which stellar
calibration data was taken vs. the (AZ,EL) locations at
which the pointing errors were evaluated.

Equation 1

These predictions are then differenced with measured
(h,v) centroids to form a batch error vector of length
2N, where N is the total number of stellar observations.
The gimbal angles,
and
, come from
the gimbal encoder readings at the time of the ith
observation; the true LOS to the ith observation’s star,
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surface normal. Because multiple optical adjustments
are coupled through the diagonal mirror adjustments,
some iteration may be required to get the desired
alignment and focus.
To facilitate APD alignment and focus, two external
1064nm IR laser sources were used: a Model 762 seed
laser diode driver from Analog Modules, Inc (AMI),
and a PGL-532/1064 diode laser from Edmund Optics.
The AMI laser module was operated from a GUI over a
serial interface to a laptop PC, from which output
power and amplitude modulation could be controlled.
However, the simple pen-pointer design of the Edmund
laser proved less fragile and easier to use in the field.
The Edmund laser was modulated with an external
function generator at a maximum frequency of 10kHz.
Although the APD signal amplifier applies a 10MHz
high-pass filter, there was sufficient high-frequency
content from the 10kHz modulation to get a significant
signal from the amplifier output. Neutral density filters
were used to attenuate the Edmund laser’s power output
from 1mW to around 30nW.

Figure 12

Both lasers were mounted on small tip-tilt stages, and
each could be affixed to the telescope’s aperture, or
mounted off-gimbal (e.g., clamped on the telescope
dome) and shone into the aperture. Coarse alignment
was accomplished by manually tracing the input laser
with an IR card and making manual adjustments of the
tip-tilt stage until the input ray was closely aligned with
the telescope’s optical axis. Off-gimbal mounting of
the laser was useful for initial alignment, since the
gimbal motors could be commanded in a raster pattern
to systematically scan a large initial uncertainty region.
Provided the raster step size was less than the IR
camera field of view, the laser would eventually appear
on the camera, even if it was initially far off the FOV
due to bad coarse alignment. Once the laser was
aligned with the camera, a finer scan could be done to
locate the APD relative to the camera by moving the
laser spot around on the camera’s FOV. The aperturefixed mounting of the alignment laser was convenient
for this, as the laser could be easily scanned by turning
the tip/tilt stage knobs and looking at the camera
display. If needed, the diagonal mirror was shimmed to
get the APD boresight sufficiently close to the center of
the camera FOV. APD focus was adjusted using the ztranslation stage micrometer until the APD’s region of
response on the camera FOV was minimized. The
edges of the APD were determined by moving the laser
on the IR camera and noting the pixel locations at
which the APD responded. A collimating lens was
used with the AMI laser to give a spot size ~100urad
diameter on the camera, while the Edmund laser had an
image nearly 1mrad in diameter. It was therefore easier
to estimate the location of the APD with the AMI laser,

Figure 13
Optical Alignment and Focus
While simple and opto-mechanically stable, the design
of the optical ground station presents some challenges
for alignment and focus. The comm detector (APD) is
mounted on a z-translation stage, which allows manual
micrometer adjustments for its focus. The IR camera’s
focus can also be independently adjusted, but that is
done by shimming its mounting bracket. The location
of the boresight on the IR camera is basically “set” via
the stellar calibration procedure. Adjustment of the
APD’s boresight is accomplished by shimming the aft
optics diagonal mirror to achieve tip/tilt control of the
boresight. However, this also affects the boresight
location on the IR camera but in the opposite direction;
therefore, shimming the diagonal allows control of the
APD boresight location relative to the IR camera FOV.
Shimming the diagonal mirror can also affect the focus
of both the IR camera and the APD, since the shims
may cause a net translation of the mirror along its
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but the Edmund laser was nonetheless able to establish
its location with sufficient precision.

Discussion and Conclusion
The Aerospace Corporation has installed two remote
optical terminals in Maui, Hawaii and Albuquerque,
New Mexico, with plans to install a third at a location
to be determined, leveraging primarily commercial off
the-shelf components, and extending functionality of
multiple existing software packages used to support our
manually operated terminals2,3. This has proven to be a
scalable, low-cost approach that will ultimately consist
of a network of three remote terminals for at a total cost
of under 1 million dollars. Installation sites were
selected to be historically dry locations, and
geographically dispersed enough that multiple stations
would not likely be impacted by the same weather
system(s), thereby maximizing the number of possible
link opportunities per day for our growing fleet of laser
equipped satellites. The terminals have demonstrated
downlink speeds up to 200 mbps with and without
forward error correction. On the ground segment,
bandwidth is currently constrained by the installed
APDs, however the modem is capable of input speeds
up to 622 mbps. To realize higher bandwidth potential,
we plan to test APDs capable of 622 mbps on our
prototype terminal in El Segundo.

For the New Mexico ground station, it was discovered
that bright IR stars (e.g., Betelgeuse and Aldebaran) can
excite output from the APD, especially at low elevation
angles where atmospheric scintillation provides more
modulation of their irradiance. Slightly increasing the
reverse bias on the APD can also increase its sensitivity
to starlight. The collimated, aperture-filling light from
stars is ideal (at night) for precisely locating the APD
boresight relative to the IR camera FOV. The (h,v)
location thus determined can be specified as an
aimpoint in the Operational Software. The default
aimpoint is the center of the IR camera FOV; this
default aimpoint has so far been sufficient for
operations on the Maui and New Mexico systems.
However, pointing precision is a larger potential issue
for New Mexico, since it uses a 0.8mm diameter APD
vs. a 3mm detector on Maui. Given the telescope focal
length of 2939mm, the 0.8 and 3mm detectors subtend
angles of 272urad and 1.02mrad, respectively.
Ground Station Specific Considerations
The remote ground station dome is sized to allow free
motion of the gimbal about its entire field of regard of
AZ=[-270,270]deg, EL=[0,70]deg when the dome is
open. For the New Mexico installation, a design
modification by the dome manufacturer related to the
opening motor placement in the interior of the dome
resulted in a physical obstruction at very low elevation
angles around AZ=+90deg. A gimbal control software
patch was developed for a “skyline” keep-out
algorithm. A series of rectangular regions over the full
[-270:270] degree azimuth range was defined, such that
the gimbal was prevented from going below a specified
elevation angle per each region. Hysteresis was added
to the pointing logic to avoid potential chattering near
the boundaries. When plotted as a function of azimuth,
the elevation keep-out profile resembles a city skyline
with rectangular skyscrapers.
The mechanical
interference also affected remote homing.
The
proximity sensors used to provide coarse position
information during startup do not provide enough
position resolution to avoid the keep-out region(s). The
homing logic was modified to first move the EL axis up
until the top proximity sensor is encountered
(EL~90deg), then move down by an amount that would
still be well above the keep-out region(s). From this
position, AZ can be freely homed; once AZ is homed,
the gimbal can be moved to an AZ location far enough
away from the keep-out region(s) that the EL axis can
be freely homed.

Development to support remote operation via RESTful
interface has additionally enabled a great degree of
automation, eliminating a substantial portion of the
labor burden previously associated with manual
operation in El Segundo. This has made pass
opportunities at lower elevation or with partial cloud
coverage, that previously would have been excluded,
viable for mission operations. In the future we plan on
iterating toward total automation of optical passes from
large components of plan generation and upload, to
remote ground station operation, and mission data
ingestion and processing.
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